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Studying magnetic fields are difficult! 
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Studying magnetic field morphology 
using the velocity gradient technique

1. Gonz ález-Casanova & Lazarian 2017 : Foundation of VGT

2. Yuen & Lazarian 2017a: Blocks introduced

3. Lazarian, Yuen, Lee & Cho 2017: 1st paper on Synchrotron Intensity Gradients

4. Yuen & Lazarian 2017b: Shocks & Self-grav

5. Lazarian, Yuen & Sun: Mode analysis, advanced techniques on gradients, channel gradients

6. Gonz ález-Casanova, Lazarian & Burkhart 2017: Self-absorbing media

At least 7 more to come!



Explanation of Velocity Gradient approach is given in Alex’s talk

Goldreich & Sridhar (1995)

Local direction follows from the 
turbulent reconnection theory in 
Lazarian & Vishniac (1999)



Ways to make gradients really tracing magnetic field

Sub-block 
averaging

• Making use of statistical nature of turbulence scaling

• Self-consistent way of determining gradient value + error 
estimation

Moving 
Window

• Making use of field continuity + per-point sub-block 
averaging

Angle-
Constraining

• Making use of the exact GS95 scaling relation to constrain 
the angle variation



Sub-block Averaging
Self-consistent way to probe magnetic field direction

Yuen & Lazarian 2017a
Yuen & Lazarian 2017b

Select a block size Fit by a Gaussian 
Determine error by 

Gaussian Fitting



Sub-block Averaging
Local gradient angle distributions have similar behavior

Yuen & Lazarian 2017a



Moving window
Following field line direction to create local blocks

• Moving the block according to 
the direction of neighboring 
sub-block averaged gradient 
orientation

• Equivalent to “per-pixel” sub-
blocks

• Correcting wrong gradients by 
neighboring trends

Good
Gradients

This is bad!

Lazarian & Yuen 2017



Velocity gradients are perpendicular to local direction of B-field in diffuse 
regions and parallel to B-field in regions of gravitational collapse

Our procedure of block averaging allows us to identify the regions where the 
direction of gradients flips 90 degrees 

Yuen & AL 2017



Velocity gradient technique in one page
Tracing magnetic field morphology using spectroscopic data

Requirement

- High resolution spectroscopic data -> 
Velocity Centroid + Intensity gradients

- Velocity channel information preferred ->
Thin channels + thick channels

Physics that can be obtained

- Magnetic field morphology
- Magnetic field strength (through CF method)
- Determination of self-gravitating regions (stage of collapse)
- Shock boundary

Toolbox

- Sub-block average: 
Tells accuracy + resolution requirement

- Moving window: 
Constraining smoothed magnetic field

- Angle constraining:
Correction of gradients through turbulent 
anisotropy 

Applied observation data

- Galactic HI data: GALFA (dr1+dr2), HI4PY
- Dark cloud
- Filamentary structures
- Self-gravitating regions





Density information also trace turbulence anisotropy
Velocity is superior than density in turbulent environment

• Density information is an indirect tracer of turbulence 
anisotropy (Kowal, Lazarian & Beresnyak 2006)

Gradient

Gradient

Gradient

Lazarian, Yuen & Sun 2017

𝛻𝜌 depends on 
fast and slow 
modes only

𝛻𝜌 ⋅ 𝐵 depends 
on the relative 

ratio of slow/fast

𝛻v depends on 
all modes

𝛻𝑣 ⋅ 𝐵 depends 
mostly on 

Alfven modes!

Alfven modes 
dominate (Cho & 
Lazarian 2002)

Velocity Gradients:



Actual high contrast density filament are mostly perpendicular to magnetic 
fields: filament in the channel maps arise from velocities mostly 



We have developed software to generate synthetic dust and synchrotron 
emission/polarization maps
- ZEUS-MP/3D
- With different sonic and magnetic conditions
- Stir with saturated turbulence



Dust and synchrotron transfer module

- Highly simplified model in Julia
- Easily usable for other numerical simulation



Synthesizing dust and synchrotron emission maps: Generation of data

𝑀𝑠 = 0.26 𝑀𝐴 = 0.8 20 Ghz 𝑀𝑠 = 0.26 𝑀𝐴 = 0.8 270 Ghz
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Summary

1. It is wrong to use the model of foreground polarization 
consisting of regular and isotropic turbulent B-field.

2. Numerical simulations suggest a different model of turbulence 
for which we have a tested analytical representation.

3. Our group has expertize & tools and happy to collaborate with 
you in modeling polarized turbulent foregrounds 


